Dear President Barroso and Vice-President Kallas,

Last year you announced the Commission’s intention to publish the names of all the individuals and organisations involved in the European Commission’s Expert Groups in 2008. Following the publication of ALTER-EU’s report ‘Secrecy and Corporate Dominance – a study on the composition of European Commission Expert Groups’ in March this year, Mr Kallas’ spokesperson, Mrs Valérie Rampi told the media that the Commission would publish the names of Expert Group members and who they represent by the summer.¹

The Expert Group process has been described as the most common form of consultation used by the Commission.² Through Expert Groups, the Commission seeks the views of civil society groups and other interested parties both because of the expertise they possess and the constituencies they represent.³ As such, both the ‘Principles and Guidelines on the collection and use of expertise’ and the ‘Minimum standards for consultation’⁴ should be applied to their membership. Both the Commission’s Minimum standards document, and these Guidelines recognise the importance of transparency, indicating that it must be clear who is consulted and why.⁵ ALTER-EU would therefore like to ask if the Commission still intends to publish the membership lists before September and whether this will be in the existing Expert Groups register?

ALTER-EU raised the issue of privileged access and the over-representation of specific interest groups on certain Expert Groups in both our published report and in a meeting with Vice-President Kallas in May 2008. Mr Kallas said that the responsibility of ensuring a balanced composition belongs to the Commissioners charged with the political guidance of the different Directorate Generals.

We find the Vice-President’s approach to be at odds with the spirit of the ‘Minimum Standards for Consultation,’ which clearly states that ‘the Commission will ensure that there is consistency and transparency in the way its departments operate their consultation processes’.⁶

Moreover, according to the ‘Minimum Standards for Consultation,’ a consistent approach across the Commission departments, should ‘reduce the risk of the policymakers just listening to one side of the argument or of particular groups getting privileged access’ and ‘improve the representativity of civil society organisations’.⁷ ‘The overall rationale of’ the ‘minimum standards of consultation’ ‘is to ensure that all relevant parties are properly
consulted’. The document also stresses that: ‘the challenge of ensuring an adequate and equitable treatment of participants in consultation processes should not be underestimated’ and that ‘all relevant interests in society should have an opportunity to express their views’. The Guidelines on the collection and use of expertise suggest that the Commission should aim to ‘minimise the risk of vested interests distorting the advice’ and collect ‘a diversity of viewpoints’ resulted ‘from differences in scientific approach, different types of expertise, different institutional affiliations’.

ALTER-EU is deeply concerned about the lack of progress so far on the issue of over-representation, and is writing to those Commission members who are responsible for specific Expert Groups where the recommended good practice is clearly ignored. In these cases, business representatives form an absolute majority over all the other non-governmental actors consulted, which means there is clearly not ‘equitable treatment of participants’ and that ‘all relevant [for the respective issue] interests in society’ do not have the same ‘opportunity to express their views’. Indeed ‘particular groups’, in this case business groups, are getting ‘privileged access’ and key principles such as plurality and proportionality, outlined in the guidelines, are violated.8

In line with Mr Kallas’ suggestion that responsibility for having unbiased Expert Groups currently belongs to individual Commissioners, we are asking these Commissioners what measures they intend to take vis-à-vis these specific cases.

ALTER-EU believes that privileged access for certain specific interests can only be avoided by establishing consistent membership selection criteria for all the Commission’s departments. The ‘Minimum standards for consultation’ and the Guidelines state that the criteria used for selecting should be clearly defined, providing greater transparency.9 However, there is currently no apparent use of sound selection criteria or public information about the selection process for Expert Groups. In order to achieve the ‘consistency’ in the Commission’s consultation approach promoted by the ‘minimum standards for consultation’ document, we believe these selection and representation criteria should be common for all Commission services.

In January 2008, the European Parliament called on the Commission to carry out a thorough review of Expert Groups due to concerns over privileged access. It also suggested “that the Commission must before the end of 2008 develop an open, transparent and inclusive process for selecting the membership of new Expert Groups and to inform Parliament no later than February 2009 of the new selection criteria”.10 Through such new common criteria the Commission should give a clear definition of what an equal, proportional and participative representation of all relevant and affected groups in society means. The College of the Commissioners should address this issue and start a process of developing such criteria. We would expect the Commission to implement the principles included in the Commission’s non-binding codes of conduct and the European Parliament’s suggestions.

Summarizing, we would appreciate an answer to the following questions:

– Does the Commission still intend to publish the Expert Groups membership lists before September and will this be in the existing Expert Groups register?
– When will the Commission establish balanced and consistent membership criteria for all Expert Groups of the Commission?

– When will the Commission establish guidelines for an open and transparent process for the selection of members of such Expert Groups?

– When and how will the Commission address the questions posed by the European Parliament?

– What action will the Commission take vis-à-vis specific Expert Groups where recommendations on good practice are clearly ignored?

We believe clarifying the position on these important questions is a necessary step towards ensuring transparency and confidence in policy making. We look forward to receiving your reply.

Yours sincerely,

On behalf of the Steering Committee of ALTER-EU

Erik Wesselius
Corporate Europe Observatory
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De Wittenstraat 25, 1052 AK Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 - 30 - 2364422 ; E-mail: erik@corporateeurope.org
Notes

1 ‘The process of collecting and publishing the names of members of the different groups shall be completed by the summer’, said Mrs Rampi to FT Europe (25/3). On the same date Associated Press and the International Herald Tribune wrote: ‘EU Commission spokeswoman Valerie Rampi told reporters the EU’s executive office was going to make public online the names of expert group members and who they represent by the summer’.

2 Who Consults? The use of Expert Groups in the European Union, Ase Gornitzka and Ulf Svedrup, ARENA, University of Oslo, [draft was presented and discussed at the ARENA seminar May 8, 2007], p. 11 ‘Expert Groups are by far the mode of consultation most frequently used by the European Commission’ See: http://www.arena.uio.no/events/seminarpapers/2007/Sverdrup_Gornitzka_08.05.pdf


5 According to the minimum standards on consultation document ‘consultation processes run by the Commission must be transparent, both to those who are directly involved and to the general public’ and ‘it must be clear’ amongst other ‘who is being consulted and why’. In the Annex of the guidelines on the collection and use of expertise there is ‘a checklist of documents to make directly available’ including the names of experts.


7 The ‘minimum standards for consultation’ note: ‘First, best practice requires that the target group should be clearly defined prior to the launch of a consultation process. In other words, the Commission should actively seek input from relevant interested parties, so these will have to be targeted on the basis of sound criteria. Second, clear selection criteria are also necessary where access to consultation is limited for practical reasons. This is especially the case for the participation of interested parties in advisory bodies or at hearings.’ The ‘guidelines on the collection and use of expertise’ suggest that ‘a scoping exercise should determine the profile of expertise required’ and that ‘the nature of the issue in question should determine the optimum mix’. It says that ‘transparency is required in relation to the way […] experts are selected’.

